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OXFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL’S RESPONSE TO 
CONSULTATION ON THE FOLLOWING DEVELOPMENT 

PROPOSAL 
 
District:  Cherwell 
Application no: 14/01968/F 
Proposal: Construction of new road from Middleton Stoney Road roundabout to join Lord's 
Lane, east of Purslane Drive, to include the construction of a new crossing under the existing 
railway line north of the existing Avonbury Business Park, a bus only link east of the railway 
line, a new road around Hawkwell Farm to join Bucknell Road, retention of part of Old Howes 
Lane and Lord's Lane to provide access to and from existing residential areas and Bucknell 
Road to the south and a one way route northbound from Shakespeare Drive where it joins 
with the existing Howes Lane with priority junction and associated infrastructure. 
Location: New Highway Aligned With Howes Lane, Bicester 
 

 

Purpose of document 
 
This report sets out Oxfordshire County Council’s view on the proposal.  
 
This report contains officer advice in the form of a strategic localities response and 
technical team response(s). Where local member have responded these have been 
attached by OCCs Major Planning Applications Team 
(planningconsultations@oxfordshire.gov.uk).  
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District:  Cherwell 
Application no: 14/01968/F 
Proposal: Construction of new road from Middleton Stoney Road roundabout to join Lord's 
Lane, east of Purslane Drive, to include the construction of a new crossing under the existing 
railway line north of the existing Avonbury Business Park, a bus only link east of the railway 
line, a new road around Hawkwell Farm to join Bucknell Road, retention of part of Old Howes 
Lane and Lord's Lane to provide access to and from existing residential areas and Bucknell 
Road to the south and a one way route northbound from Shakespeare Drive where it joins 
with the existing Howes Lane with priority junction and associated infrastructure. 
Location: New Highway Aligned With Howes Lane, Bicester 
 

 

Strategic Comments 
 
This application forms part of the strategic site allocation Bicester 1 within the emerging 
Cherwell Local Plan.  Oxfordshire County Council support the principle of the North West 
Bicester site which has been the subject of on-going joint working between OCC, Cherwell 
District Council and the Eco Bicester Strategic Delivery Board.   
 
OCC has no objection in principle to this application, but further information is required to 
confirm the technical details as set out in the transport response below.  Notwithstanding this, 
there are concerns from Local Members as detailed below and it should be noted that there 
would be an impact on local traffic movements from the redesigned road and increased trips 
from the development.  
 
The main benefits of the application are as follows: 
 

 The proposals aim to balance the integration of the site with existing Bicester and the 
needs for access for through traffic; 

 The road is designed to accommodate a significant volume of traffic to enable it to 
continue to perform a strategic function as identified within the area transport strategy; 

 A new tunnel under the railway line which is a key scheme identified by OCC prior to the 
North West Bicester development proposals; 

 The road is expected to be deliverable and adoptable;  

 Improved conditions for existing residents that back on to Howes Lane; 

 Provision of an environment that encourages sustainable travel for new and existing 
residents in the future, for example new bus routes, footpaths and cycle ways.   

 
CDC should note that our local members have the following concerns: 
 

 The proposed speed limit of 30 mph is too slow for a key peripheral through route; 

 All options need to be kept open in respect of decisions on the status of this vital 
link/perimeter road; 

 Dissatisfaction with the proposed ‘urbanisation’ of a strategic rural route; 

 Possible limiting of Bicester wide route options – if there are issues with the eastern 
routes in the town as a result of traffic accidents etc. there will be no viable western route 
alternative; 

 Perceived change in direction for the Bicester Strategy approach for the development of 
strategic routes; 
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 Proposals for cycle paths along Shakespeare Drive will result in reduced carriage widths 
and push traffic onto even more unsuitable roads.  Cycle paths would be more 
appropriate along Middleton Stoney Road; 

 The Bucknell Road loop/realignment will prevent residents of Bucknell and surrounding 
villages using their preferred route into Bicester; 

 People living within the Shakespeare Drive area of the town will use side streets to 
access northwards rather than Howes Lane and Lord’s Lane; 

 Difficulties in establishing an effective bus priority route into the town centre; 

 The temporary use of the existing Howes Lane by HGV traffic serving the Albion Land 
employment site unacceptable and should be prevented by a routing agreement; 

 Environmental impacts such as noise, light pollution, flood risk, increased vehicle 
emissions caused by additional junctions. 

 
 
Detailed officer advice is set out in Appendix 1. 
 
Officer’s Name: Lisa Michelson 
Officer’s Title:  Locality Manager (Cherwell and West)                                                                 
Date: 19 June 2015 
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District:  Cherwell 
Application no: 14/01968/F 
Proposal: Construction of new road from Middleton Stoney Road roundabout to join Lord's 
Lane, east of Purslane Drive, to include the construction of a new crossing under the existing 
railway line north of the existing Avonbury Business Park, a bus only link east of the railway 
line, a new road around Hawkwell Farm to join Bucknell Road, retention of part of Old Howes 
Lane and Lord's Lane to provide access to and from existing residential areas and Bucknell 
Road to the south and a one way route northbound from Shakespeare Drive where it joins 
with the existing Howes Lane with priority junction and associated infrastructure. 
Location: New Highway Aligned With Howes Lane, Bicester 
 
 

 

Transport  
 

Recommendation: 
 

Further detail is required. 

 
Key issues: 
 
The current Howes Lane is substandard and would need redesigning as part of the 
development. Increasing capacity at the Howes Lane / Bucknell Road junction and its 
approaches is a policy within the current Local Transport Plan Area Strategy. A new tunnel 
under the railway to provide additional capacity compared with the current skewed bridge at 
Howes Lane / Bucknell Road / Lord’s Lane is required to be delivered by the North West 
Bicester masterplan developments and is triggered by the 900th dwelling (including the 
Exemplar site). 
 
The prosed link road includes: 
 

 Provision of a new road from the Middleton Stoney Road roundabout to connect to 
Lords Lane to the east of Purslane Drive (i.e. realignment of Howes Lane); 

 

 Construction of a new crossing under the existing railway line immediately to the north 
of Avonbury Business Park; 

 

 Realignment of Bucknell Road from the Lords Lane/ Bucknell Road/ Howes Lane 
roundabout to north of Hawkwell Farm; 

 

 Provision of a bus only road link to the east of the railway connecting the new link with 
Bucknell Road south to the town centre; 

 

 Retention of part of Howes Lane and Lords Lane to provide access to and from the 
existing residential areas to the southeast; 

 

 Retention of Bucknell Road/ Howes Lane/ Lords Lane junction; 
 

 New road link from Shakespeare Drive to extend in a one-way direction to connect to 
the realigned Howes Lane 
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Conditions and Legal Agreements 
 
Conditions not applicable at this stage as further information is required. 
 
The proposed link road will require appropriate traffic regulation orders, speed limit, parking 
restriction etc. 
 
Road adoption and works to the Public Highway are subject to agreement with the Local 
Highway Authority under Sections 38 and 278 of the Highways Act.  
 

Detailed Comments:  
 
The submitted Transport Assessment provides a fair appraisal of various options for the 
improvement of Howes Lane. Junctions along the proposed link road have been analysed 
robustly and would operate within theoretical capacity.  
 
The submission provides very little detail in terms of phasing and treatment of Howes Lane 
as the new route becomes available. Further detail of phasing is required, which should align 
with demand arising from the build out and occupation of development at North West 
Bicester. Treatment of the existing Howes Lane will need due consideration and if not 
proposed at this stage must be identified as part of the wider development.  
 
The submission also does not show the accesses into the school or the local centre, which 
need to be considered at this stage.  Likewise no laybys associated with the school are 
shown.   
 
The proposals provide pedestrian and cycle connectivity across the road at formal crossing 
points and junctions. Between these points, crossing opportunities would be limited due to 
the swale and grass verge. There are some crossing movements that the design does not 
address well.   

 Crossing movements from open space east of the flood compensation pond near junction 
6, across to the open space alongside the stream in the existing Bure Park estate. 

 Crossing movements between the ped/cycle track adjacent to the railway alongside the 
existing Bure Park estate, and the proposed ped/cycle track on the existing Bucknell 
Road alignment 

 Crossing movements from Bure Park towards the bridleway south of the railway and 
along the existing Howes Lane alignment. 

 
Proposals to address these movements for the safety and convenience of non-motorised 
users will be required. 
 
The proposals are acceptable in principle, subject to considerations in the detailed comments 
below, and detailed design will be required prior to any development commencing on site. 
The following is a non-exhaustive list of items where detailed design is required for approval 
prior to any development or agreed phase of development:- 
 

 full details of the proposed link road including cycle and pedestrian provision, e.g. 
position, layout, construction, drainage, lighting, traffic orders, vision splays etc. 

 

 full details of every junction, e.g., signals, crossing facilities, tactile surfacing, 
carriageway markings, signage, surfacing.  Tracking should also be provided. 
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 full details of any proposed highway structures, eg, the railway tunnel 
 

 full details of school access, including associated lay-by(s), widened footways, traffic 
orders etc 
 

 full details of bus stops to include location, shelters, flags, poles, hard standing and 
road markings. 

 
In addition to any requirements for planning permission, the above designs and subsequent 
construction must comply with the requirements of the Local Highway Authority and will be 
subject to relevant specifications, technical audit, inspection and road safety audit. 
 
Structures 
Full outline details of any proposed highway structures (including retaining walls, culverts, 
bridges and footbridges) must be submitted to the County Bridges Team to determine the 
extent of approvals required.  
 
Where structures are proposed for adoption, including those which will support the Public 
Highway, the processes set out in BD 2/12 - Technical Approval of Highway Structures shall 
be followed. An Approval in Principle, Design and Check Certificates and Construction 
Compliance Certificates may be required for each individual structure. Similar processes 
shall be followed to ensure the integrity of any existing Highway Structures where they may 
be affected by the development proposals. 
 
Technical Approval will also be required for any structures constructed on private land, 
including walls and basements, which affect the support of the Highway.  
 
The design of any structures proposed for adoption shall ensure that dedicated access routes 
are provided to all parts of the structure and that easements are incorporated to provide a 
maintenance strip around the structure perimeter. 
 
Technical Approval will be required prior to the commencement of any site-work. 
Comprehensive “As Built” details and a Health & Safety File for each completed structure to 
be adopted should be submitted subsequently. 
 
A Commuted Sum will be payable for each adopted structure to reflect the estimated whole 
life cost incurred by the County Council for inspecting, maintaining and ultimately replacing 
the structure. 
 
Drainage 
A full surface water drainage design with full calculations must be submitted and approved by 
the Lead Flood Authority (Oxfordshire County Council) prior to the development commencing 
on site. There is history of flooding to properties to the south east of Howes Lane and 
therefore it essential that the development does not increase the flow to the existing culverts 
under Howes Lane going towards the existing housing estate. 
 
CTMP 
Construction will see a significant level of activity and therefore appropriate measures will 
need to be in place for routeing, access, servicing and parking, which would be subject to an 
approved construction traffic management plan.  
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Transport Strategy 
 
In section 4.1 of the Transport Assessment, it is stated that the scheme is needed “to 

accommodate the future transport needs of the town, as identified by the County Council in 

policies and the planned growth for Bicester as set out in the emerging Local Plan.”  The 

tunnel under the railway is required by the County Council and to get an optimum design for 

this Lord’s Lane needs realigning at its western end and Howes Lane needs realigning at its 

eastern end.  However, the complete realignment of Howes Lane is not required for transport 

reasons.   

County Council policy within the Local Transport Plan (LTP3) Area Strategy is to “seek 

opportunities to improve access and connections between key employment and residential 

sites and the strategic transport system” (BIC1) and one of the schemes identified to help 

achieve this is, “increasing capacity at the Howes Lane / Bucknell Road junction and 

approaches.”  This is all part of the overall strategy to maximise the use of the peripheral 

routes around the town by cars so that within the central areas of the town the balance is in 

favour of sustainable modes, while not excluding the car.   

The proposed design for the realigned road link would deliver an appropriate standard single 

carriageway (DMRB Volume 5.1 road types) and the junctions at both ends and the tunnel 

under the railway would play a significant part in maximising the use of the corridor.  

However, the modelling would suggest that the combination of the lower speed along the 

route, an increase in the number of junctions (albeit limited) and the vehicular trips generated 

by the 6,000 houses, employment and other uses proposed within North West Bicester would 

make the route less attractive to some of the people who currently drive along it.  The 

modelling particularly suggests that people that live within the Shakespeare Drive area of the 

town would use side streets and the Banbury Road or Buckingham Road to access 

northwards rather than Howes Lane and Lord’s Lane.  The proposed one-way access is 

aimed at addressing this issue.   

The current Howes Lane would be sub-standard as a strategic link with increased traffic 

along it as it is only 6.1 metres wide and has no footway or cycleway for most of its length.  

Before the North West Bicester development was approved, the County Council was 

considering whether to realign the road slightly westwards or simply widen the existing route 

as part of plans to deliver a new tunnel under the railway close to its current position.   

Section 5.2.2 of the Transport Assessment shows within its commentary and tables how the 

current road arrangements on the western side of the town would not cope with the increased 

traffic impact as a result of the proposed development growth within Bicester, even without 

North West Bicester development and the realigned road proposals in place.   

Section 5.2.3 demonstrates that the design of the proposed road would deliver a good 

standard single carriageway with adequate capacity, such that even if the road flows did get 

back to the flows shown in the Do Minimum model, the road would be able to cope with 

these.   

Section 5.2.4 sets out how the North West Strategic Link Road is expected to operate under 

capacity with the future year traffic, including North West Bicester development traffic, 
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although this is in part due to the fact that local vehicles that currently use the Howes Lane / 

Lords Lane corridor find alternative connections.  Nevertheless, where possible and 

appropriate, the detailed design should give due consideration to ‘future proofing’ to allow for 

the possible future requirement to increase capacity at the junctions. 

In summary, the provision of the tunnel under the railway is crucial for Bicester’s transport 

strategy and while the realignment of Howes Lane is led by planning reasons the proposed 

design would provide the capacity required to keep this as a strategic link road.  However, 

the impact of the development is such that some trips that currently use Howes Lane and 

Lord’s Land are likely to divert and impact on Banbury and Buckingham Roads.  The 

developments that make up the North West Bicester masterplan area need to contribute 

proportionally towards the transport strategy that aims to improve the northern and eastern 

peripheral routes and schemes to improve the function of the central corridor, including 

Bucknell Road, Field Street, Banbury and Buckingham Roads.   

Public Transport 
 
Proposed carriageway width of 7.3 metres is adequate for the function of the realigned 
Howes Lane, however localised widening will be required at bus stops. 
 
Proposed width of 6.75 metres on the Bucknell Road link road appears to be adequate 
although localised widening might be required at bus stops. 
 
Bus stopping places need to be defined and marked on the masterplan and on similar 
documents, before submission of a Reserved Matters Applications.  These stops need to be 
located adjacent to the main pedestrian routes into the main development area, to minimise 
walking distances. 
 
The proposed swale arrangement between the main highway and the footpath/cyclepath 
does cause some concern for the provision of bus stops and pedestrian crossing 
arrangements. This emphasises the urgent requirement to agree bus stop locations early in 
the design process, so adequate hardstanding areas are provided, sufficient for shelters and 
with connecting footways to the main footway network.  
 
The developer will be required to provide an effective design solution for the ‘bus only’ 
section of Bucknell Road, before submission of Reserved Matters. 
 
There is some concern regarding the proposed narrow section of Bucknell Road to the north.  
Whilst the desire to control rat-running is understood, it is also necessary to provide a 
reasonably congestion-free route for buses.  
 
16 bus stops are required to be provided, consisting of pole/flag/information case units and 
an estimated 9 shelters with real-time information provision.  (Current estimated cost 
£106,000).  The shelters and real-time signs to be provided at the 9 stops expected to be 
used by the initial bus services for the eastern and western loop routes. The other 7 stops to 
be provided with pole/flag./information case units only at the initial stage. The developer will 
need to work with the County Council to produce a definitive set of agreed bus stop locations 
that can be designed into the evolving masterplan, well before submission of Reserved 
Matters. These bus stops should be designed so as to be suitable for operation of full sized 
buses, and to provide almost step-free access for passengers onto buses, and enough space 
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to provide shelter. The developer will need to consider future maintenance arrangements for 
bus shelters, and liaising with the Town Council and others as appropriate. 

 
Two strategic bus routes are proposed for North West Bicester, linking the residential areas 
on either side of the railway line with the Town Centre and the ‘Town’ railway station on 
London Road. Both of these routes will access the Town Centre via Bucknell Road. 
 
The size and scale of the North West Bicester development suggests an eventual peak 
service of 6 buses per hour on each of the two bus services, therefore 12 buses per hour can 
be expected along Bucknell Road. This quantum of bus services is referenced in the 
response to the other Planning Applications for North West Bicester, and arrangements will 
be made with the site developers to pump-prime these services  
 
The ‘Cross’ will become a key bus ‘hub’ and interchange for the North West development and 
special consideration must be given to the location of bus stops. It’s suggested the best 
solution will be to provide four separate bus stops, each immediately downstream of the 
junction, so to the north, east, west and south of ‘The Cross’. The bus stops should ideally be 
located within sight of each other, to facilitate interchange. Localised road widening will be 
necessary east and west of the junction, to facilitate the bus stops on the A4095. 
 
Whilst the initial proposal is for the two bus services to form one-way loops around the east 
and western sides of the North West Bicester development, bus stops should be provided on 
both sides of the road in all cases. This is to allow for operation of buses in the opposite 
direction around the loops, to allow for bus operation to ‘stub ends’ within the development 
during the build-out period and to allow for eventual operation of other commercial bus 
services which may well be attracted to North West Bicester (for example an Oxford-North 
West Bicester-Brackley service). 
 
New bus stops will be required on the section of Howes Lane from ‘The Cross’ towards the 
Middleton Stoney Road. It’s suggested that pairs of bus stops will be required in four 
additional locations, each downstream of the four junctions (one of these being adjacent to 
the pedestrian/cycle route at 940 metres). Localised road widening will be necessary to 
provide these stops in half-laybys    
 
It is currently assumed that the new local bus service to the western side of the site will be 
routed into, or out of the north-west residential area, from the final junction (at 1880 metres). 
The configuration of stops here should be one downstream of the junction in both directions 
on the main road, and a third stop on the road into the residential/commercial area (this 
would be provided by the developer of that site). 
 
Regarding the eastern side of the realigned main road, the developer should provide one pair 
of bus stops, provisionally near 180 metres.  
 
An additional pair of stops will be required on the northern section of Bucknell Road, about 
350 metres north of ‘The Cross’. 
 
To summarise, 16 separate bus stops will be required along the roads covered by this 
application, 4 at The Cross, 2 on the main road to the east of The Cross, 8 on the main road 
to the south-west of The Cross and 2 on the section of Bucknell Road to the north of The 
Cross. 
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The developer needs to consider options for the ongoing maintenance of bus shelters. 
Normally this requires liaison with the Town Council, to discuss that body assuming 
responsibility for ongoing maintenance. 
 
The design of the narrowed section of Bucknell Road to the north of The Cross requires 
further thought. Whilst the desire to control rat-running can be understood, a successful bus 
route needs to avoid congestion. Perhaps a shorter section of localised gateway feature 
would be sufficient, with geometry and priority biased towards the eventual main direction of 
travel of the bus loop route for the north-eastern site. 
 
Public Rights of Way 
The application needs to provide a Pegasus or similar user-controlled signalised crossing 
point where the new road crosses the Bridleway to Aldershot Farm.  This is because this is a 
key connecting link and ease of passage/NMU priority is necessary to encourage modal shift 
The railway underpass near Aldershot Farm needs to provide for walkers, cyclists and 
possibly equestrians (this needs to be confirmed by OCC). 
 
The junction of Howes lane, A4095, Lords Lane, and Bucknell Road needs to include 
provision for walkers, cyclists and equestrians so that they can safely travel to wider urban 
and rural networks 
 
Drainage 
A full surface water drainage design with full calculations needs to be submitted and 
approved by the Lead Flood Authority (Oxfordshire County Council) prior to the development 
commencing on site. 
 
 
Officer’s Name: Geoffrey Arnold/Joy White 
Officer’s Title: Principal Engineer/Principal Transport Planner 
Date: 16 June 2015 
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District:  Cherwell 
Application no: 14/01968/F 
Proposal: Construction of new road from Middleton Stoney Road roundabout to join Lord's 
Lane, east of Purslane Drive, to include the construction of a new crossing under the existing 
railway line north of the existing Avonbury Business Park, a bus only link east of the railway 
line, a new road around Hawkwell Farm to join Bucknell Road, retention of part of Old Howes 
Lane and Lord's Lane to provide access to and from existing residential areas and Bucknell 
Road to the south and a one way route northbound from Shakespeare Drive where it joins 
with the existing Howes Lane with priority junction and associated infrastructure. 
Location: New Highway Aligned With Howes Lane, Bicester 
 
 

 

Archaeology 

 

Recommendation: 
 

No objection subject to conditions 
 

Key issues: 
 
The site is located in an area of archaeological interest as identified by a desk-based 
assessment, a geophysical survey and a trenched evaluation. A further programme of 
archaeological investigation and mitigation will need to be undertaken ahead of any 
development. This can be secured through a condition on any resultant planning permission.  
 

Legal Agreement required to secure: 
 
None 
 

Conditions: 
 

a Prior to any demolition on the site, the commencement of the development and any 
archaeological investigation, a professional archaeological organisation acceptable to 
the Local Planning Authority shall prepare a first stage archaeological Written Scheme 
of Investigation, relating to the application area, which shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  

 
Reason - To safeguard the recording and inspection of matters of archaeological 
importance on the site in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework. 
 
b Prior to any demolition on the site and the commencement of the development and 

following the approval of the first stage Written Scheme of Investigation referred to in 
condition [a], a programme of archaeological evaluation, investigation and recording of 
the application area shall be carried out by the commissioned archaeological 
organisation in accordance with the approved first stage Written Scheme of 
Investigation.  

 
Reason - In order to determine the extent, character and significance of the surviving 
remains of archaeological interest and to safeguard the recording and inspection of matters 
of archaeological importance on the site in accordance with Policy BE6 of the South East 
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Plan 2009 and Government guidance contained within the National Planning Policy 
Framework. 

 

Informatives: 
 
None 
 

Detailed Comments:  
 
The site is located in an area of archaeological interest as identified by a desk-based 
assessment, a geophysical survey and a trenched evaluation. The geophysical survey and 
evaluation identified a number of areas of surviving archaeological features including a 
Neolithic Pit, an area of Bronze Age activity including two possible ‘burnt mound’ deposits, a 
number of areas of Iron Age activity and a number of areas of Roman activity. This 
development will therefore disturb these surviving features and a further programme of 
archaeological investigation and mitigation will need to be undertaken ahead of any 
development. 
 
We would, therefore, recommend that, should planning permission be granted, the applicant 
should be responsible for ensuring the implementation of a staged programme of 
archaeological investigation to be maintained during the period of construction. This can be 
ensured through the attachment of a suitable negative condition as suggested above. 
 
If the applicant makes contact with us at the above address, we shall be pleased to outline 
the procedures involved, provide a brief upon which a costed specification can be based, and 
provide a list of archaeological contractors working in the area. 
 
 
 
Officer’s Name:  Richard Oram   
Officer’s Title: Planning Archaeologist  
Date: 15 December 2014 
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District:  Cherwell 
Application no: 14/01968/F 
Proposal: Construction of new road from Middleton Stoney Road roundabout to join Lord's 
Lane, east of Purslane Drive, to include the construction of a new crossing under the existing 
railway line north of the existing Avonbury Business Park, a bus only link east of the railway 
line, a new road around Hawkwell Farm to join Bucknell Road, retention of part of Old Howes 
Lane and Lord's Lane to provide access to and from existing residential areas and Bucknell 
Road to the south and a one way route northbound from Shakespeare Drive where it joins 
with the existing Howes Lane with priority junction and associated infrastructure. 
Location: New Highway Aligned With Howes Lane, Bicester 
 
 

 

Ecology 

 

Recommendation: 
 

Comments 

 

Key issues: 
 

 The applicant has used a recognised biodiversity metric which demonstrates how the 
combined development over the whole NW Bicester Eco Town Masterplan site should 
deliver a net gain in biodiversity (in line with NPPF). 
 

 However, in order to achieve a net gain in biodiversity this application and the other 
applications at NW Bicester Eco Town rely on the delivery of the Nature Reserve and 
other biodiverse green spaces proposed in the Masterplan, which have not yet been 
included in other planning applications.  I consider that this is acceptable, provided 
that there is certainty that the Nature Reserve and other biodiverse green spaces 
would be delivered.   
 

 Provided that the Nature Reserve and other biodiverse green spaces are delivered, as 
proposed in the Masterplan, then the appropriate management and monitoring of the 
whole North West Bicester site could be crucial to whether the proposed development 
would be able to deliver a net gain in biodiversity.  The applicant proposes that a 
LHMP (Landscape & Habitat Management Plan) would be produced for each reserved 
matters application.  The LHMPs would contain both management and monitoring 
proposals.  I have provided further details in relation to this on the other recent 
applications on the ecotown site. 

 

 I support the principle of off-site mitigation for farmland birds.  However, I have some 
comments and suggestions on the details of the method of achieving this, as detailed 
in my comments in relation to the other recent applications on the ecotown site. 
 

 
Officer’s Name: Tamsin Atley               
Officer’s Title: Ecologist Planner 
Date: 19 December 2014 

 


